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The Peyton Randolph House was built in three distinct phases between 1715 
and 1782. The first was the square, Western section built by William 
Robertson in 1715 or 1716, which is organized into four rooms on each of 
two levels, around a large central chimney. One of the rooms is used as 
a stair hall.

At the exterior of the North front of this section was a two story porch, 
a feature common in Virginia during the 17th century, but which here in 
1715 must be considered as late. The exterior also shows a wooden belt 
board at the floor level of the upper story, imitating the functional 
brick belt courses of this period. The wooden board here is without 
structural purpose.

The roofline of the Peyton Randolph House is interesting overall, and 
particularly so, that of the western section. Although hipped today and 
joined to the gable-ended center section, originally the Western part was 
hipped at the four corners with a hollow center which contained a second 
ary W-form, from the valleys of which water drained through a wooden 
gutter and probably into a cistern. Although this feature was covered in 
at an early date, it is still in place in the attic of the house.

All of the rooms in this section, save one, are of yellow pine paneling. 
The northeast room of the upper floor is completely paneled in oak. The 
two-story porch in this section is a reconstruction based upon proof for 
its original existence found in the framing of the north wall.

The second section to be built was the eastern section, about 1724. A 
smaller one-and-a-half story house whose existence is suggested by the 
current 20th century reconstruction, that structure may have been removed 
as early as 1783. As was the practice of the day to encourage town 
development, a structure may have had to be built on each lot within a 
specified period (probably two years) to continue ownership. The east 
and west sections are located on adjoining town lots. After ownership of 
the two lots fell into common hands a few years after the construction of 
the eastern section, the two-story central connecting part was built. The 
role of the smaller house on the eastern lot may never have been intended 
to be permanent, and when the west and center two-story sections were 
completed, it was no longer needed and was at some point before 1783 removed, 
The handsome facade of this two part composition can be sensed today by 
imagining the south elevation without the eastern section.

The middle section has a ground-floor room with doors, sash, and window 
trim of walnut, as well as a grey-veined marble mantle, and original 
yellow pine paneling. The stair hall is lit by a large, story-and-a-half 
round arch window in the north wall.

Sir John Randolph owned this house during the period 1724-1737, and while 
he was an active public figure in the Virginia colony, his son, Peyton 
Randolph was all of that and more. Living in the house from 1745 until

his death in 1775, the namesake of this Georgian frane house was speaker of
(continued)
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The Peyton Randolph House is an early and fine example of the Early-Georgi 
frame house with largely original and very handsome interior woodwork. 
The house must be recognized as having three distinct sections: the 
square west end, built the first, around a central chimney, a smaller 

eastern section of one-and-a-half stories built second, and finally, a 
connecting two-story hyphen built last of all to connect the earlier parts 
The eastern section is today a conjectural reconstruction, while the west 
and center parts are restored originals.

Among its most interesting architectural features are the wood paneling 
in four ground-floor rooms, the stair hall, and three upper rooms, the 
two-story north porch, the wooden belt board on the exterior at the 
upper floor level, and the double gable W-form roof in the western 
section. The interiors are particularly noteworthy, as they are the fines 
series of original paneled rooms in Williamsburg.

Owned today by The Colonial Williamsburg Corporation, the Peyton Randolph 
House is maintained in excellent conditon, with its center and western 
sections regularly open to the public. The 20th century eastern section 
is occupied as a private residence and is not accessible to the public.
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7. Description: (1) Peyton Randolph House

The House of Burgesses (1766-1775) and president of the Continental 
Congress in 1774. After passing through the hands of various owners during 
the 18th and 19th centuries, ownership ultimately came to The Colonial 
Williamsburg Corporation which still owns it. Restoration of the property 
was completed by them in 1968.

The chimney of the western section, which had been rebuilt in 1920, was 
restored, as were the outside doors, the south door hood, the paneling on 
the diagonal (chimney) walls in the west end, and the mantels in the west 
end. The stair in the center hall dates from 1927. Some of the weather 
boards are original and most of the framing is, while most of the paneling 
and most of the sash is original too.

Boundary Information

We are fortunate to possess with the Peyton Randolph House, a property whose 
18th century bounds may yet be traced on existant town deeds and records of 
that century. The boundary of the National Landmark today then will be 
established in accord with the historical antecedent. A sketch map is 
enclosed with this form to identify the four colonial lots which made up the 
property then and do so now.

Fronting 136 feet east-west on Nicholson Street from the corner of North 
England and 498 feet north-south on North England from the corner of 
Nicholson, the four lots were numbered 207, 208, 236, 237. A number of 
outbuildings have been reconstructed on the lots, including at least two 
of which are based upon historical fact, including a picturesque windmill 
first built there in 1726. None of these buildings are part of the landmark
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